"V" STAKE FOR 1/8" AND 1/4" DISTRIBUTION TUBING, DIG MODEL 16-016
6" EMITTER BOX WITH COVER
FINISH GRADE TOP
T.O.P. 12 ZONE DRIP HEAD, DIG MODEL, TOP-005, 6 GPH, TOP-010, 1 GPH TOP-020, 2.2 GPH AND TOP-030, 3.3 GPH
1/4" CONVERTOR BARB DIG MODEL, 10-013
1/4" VINYL DISTRIBUTION TUBING 150', ID X 24S OD, DIG MODEL 100', 12-002; 500', 12-005; 3000', 12-015
1/2" SCH 80 PVC RISER
STREET ELBOW
PVC LATERAL PIPE

TOP 12 ZONE HEAD USING 1/4" TUBING
DRIP ASSEMBLY
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